A portrait of the past.
Portrait painting of epochal moments changed the way in which people viewed events. Prior to this, words gave us our images and our imagination did the rest. In the twentieth century, the still photograph began to replace the historical painting. Both techniques gave us visual time to analyze the event. As artists, both Robert Cutler Hinckley and Warren Prosperi vied to make us their surrogate at the first ether operation. By using different methods, they gave us an accurate view of the event so that we can reflect on it. In Prosperi's cropped version, the older men and their facial expressions seem to have retained their joy of learning as they look forward to a better future for medicine. Hinckley's work, although more sedate, gives us a narrative of the history. It encompasses the search for adequate anesthesia and the final conquering of fear and pain that occurs on October 16, 1846. As a portrait of the past, it serves as a complement to Prosperi's modern work.